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SUMMARY 
By the theorem of Daniell-Stone a probabilistic interpretation of sequences of linear positive 
operators in approximation theory is given which yields a generalization of Korovkin’s theorem in 
the context of uniform integrability. For a class of sequences of linear positive operators defined by 
using random variables asymptotic results on the goodness of local and global approximation are 
proved, where in the latter case an asymptotically best constant in connection with the modulus of 
continuity is determined. There are used central limit theorems, especially a generalization of the 
Berry-Esseen theorem due to Osipov-Petrov (1967) and Feller (1968). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
As is well known, Korovkin’s theorem on the approximation of continuous 
functions by linear positive operators [ 1 l] has a probabilistic background given 
by S.N. Bernstein’s proof ([3], [ll], [2]) of the Weierstralj approximation 
theorem. Also other authors used the idea of a probabilistic or measure- 
theoretic interpretation of linear positive operators (see e.g. Boehme and 
Powell [4], Stancu [19], Baskakov [l], further [22] (pp. 88, 89), Eisenberg [5], 
Schurer and Steutel [16] and the literature cited there). In this paper we first 
point out how a probabilistic interpretation which under a mild additional 
condition is justified by the theorem of Daniell-Stone, leads to a generalization 
of Korovkin’s theorem by use of the notion of uniform integrability. 
Later on a large class of sequences of linear positive operators which contains 
several well known sequences of operators, is defined in terms of random 
variables and investigated. Various results on the convergence rate of the 
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approximation are proved, also a counterexample is given. The main result is 
the determination of an asymptotically best global constant in the context of 
rate of convergence formulated by use of the modulus of continuity; in the 
special case of Bernstein operators Bn one obtains the result of Esseen [6]; also 
the corresponding constant for the operators M, of Meyer-Konig and Zeller 
[13] is explicitly given. While Esseen used special properties of the binomial 
distribution, in the general case treated here Feller’s [7] generalization of the 
Berry-Esseen central limit theorem is used. Continuing this work, Holzle ([8], 
[9]) obtained a uniform best global constant for the operators M,, which corre- 
sponds to the constant given by Sikkema [17] for the operators Bn; for the 
determination of best local constants in a rather general context we refer to 
Sikkema and van der Meer [18] and the literature cited there. 
2. PROBABILISTIC INTERPRETATION OF LINEAR POSITIVE OPERATORS AND 
KOROVKIN’S THEOREM 
Korovkin’s theorem [ll] in its simplest form can be formulated as follows. 
THEOREM K. Let A be a not necessarily bounded interval in IR and xo E A. 
Let further (&) be a sequence of linear positive functionals defined on a linear 
space MO(A) of real-valued functions on A which contains the functions ej with 
ej(x): =xj (xEA), j, {0,1,2}. Assume lnej-+& (n+oo), je {0,1,2}. Then for 
each bounded function f~M&l) continuous at xo, there holds IJ+f(xo) 
(n-t m). 
Without loss of generality we can assume &eo = 1 (n E iN) in Theorem K. 
Now, because of the theorem of Daniell-Stone [2], under a mild additional 
condition fulfilled in applications, the values of I,, can be written as expecta- 
tions of suitable random variables: if MO(A) is, in a natural way, a lattice and if 
for each sequence (fk) in MO(A) with Orfk?f~Mo(A) (k+oo) there holds 1,&k+ 
+l,J (k+m), then there exists a probability space (52,2l, P) independent of n 
and also x0, and a random variable YnXO on (4 2I, P) with values in A such that 
I&= Ef( Ynxo) for all f E M&l). 
If in the assumption of Theorem K this interpretation is possible, one imme- 
diately obtains E( YnXO -x0)*+0, thus convergence Y,,+xo in probability, i.e., 
for each given subsequence (n’) of indices the existence of a subsequence (n”) of 
(n’) with P-almost sure convergence Y,,~X,,+xo, and thus by Lebesgue’s 
dominated convergence theorem Ef( YnnXo)+f(xo), which yields the assertion 
&f+f(xo) (n+m). A modification of the proof uses that YxO--+xo in probability 
implies f(Y,,,)+f(xo) in probability for a measurable function f continuous 
at x0. 
This probabilistic argument leads in the case of a nonnegative function f to 
the following generalization of Theorem K. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let the assumptions of Theorem K and the above proba- 
bilistic interpretation hold and let fE M&4) be continuous at ~0, but not neces- 
sarily bounded. Then for I&-+f(xo) (n-+co), i.e. Ef(Y,,,)+f(xo) (n+m), the 
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condition (withy: =fx{ 1~1 <c) + cxcfzc) - cxus -cl where x denotes an indicator 
function and CE (0, m)) lfi-+lnf (c -03) uniformly in n, i.e. that f(Y,,,) is 
uniformly integrable, is sufficient and in the case f 2 0 also necessary. 
The assertion of Proposition 1 follows from convergence f( Y,,,)+f(xo) in 
probability and the following lemma. 
LEMMA A ([12], p. 165, p. 185). Let Z,, (no N) and Z be integrable real 
random variables with Z,-+Z (n-+w) in probability or only in distribution. 
Then uniform integrability of the Z, implies EZ,-+EZ (n-+ 00) and, for Z, 2 0 
(n E N), viceversa. 
It should be mentioned that in Proposition 1 the assumption of the possibility 
of the above probabilistic interpretation may be replaced by the weaker 
assumption fnfc+Inf(c-+ 03) for each n and that the result can be generalized to 
the case of a Hausdorff space A and the case of function space valued operators 
instead of functionals (see [22], where the result is used for the treatment of 
unbounded functions). The interpretation on the basis of the theorem of 
Daniell-Stone ([22], pp. 88, 89) yields the interpretation which Eisenberg [5] has 
given for the case MO(A) = C(A) with A compact on the basis of the Riesz repre- 
sentation theorem, by Dini’s theorem (see [IO], p. 399, and especially [2], 0 43). 
3. ACLASSOFSEQUENCESOFLINEARPOSITIVEOPERATORS 
In the following let A be an open, not necessarily bounded, interval with 
closure A. Let further p: A + !? be a differentiable function with continuous 
derivative p’=+ 0 on A and 
(1) V c*(x):= inf {Iy-x/-‘/,f&)-,&I:x*y~A}>0 
XEA 
and V A + IR be a continuous positive function. For each x E A let (Un& E N be 
an independent sequence of identically distributed square integrable random 
variables with values in p(A) and expectation EUlx ‘p(x), variance a2(U,,) = 
= V(x). Define 
where rP is the inverse function of p. 
Let M(A) be the linear space of real-valued functions on A and M&i) its 
linear subspace consisting of all measurable real-valued functions f on A with 
existence and finiteness of Ef( YaX) for all y1 E N, x~A. M&i) contains the 
functions ,u and p2 arbitrarily continued from A to .A, and all measurable quasi- 
linear functions on A, i.e. all measurable real-valued functions f on A with 
B 
cI,zER+ 
,z Ifoc)l SC1 Ix/ +c2. 
The last assertion is an immediate consequence of 
V If El Yn,l sEl Ynx-xl + 1x1 = 5 P[I Y,,-xl >t]dt+ 1x1 <m, 
naiN XEA 0 
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where the last inequality follows from 
I- 
v Y Y P[I Ynx-xl >t] IE (0, m) neih xeA 
(2) 1 SP i I + ,i, Ukx--,uu(x) >c*w I 1 ~c*(x)-2t-2n-'V(X). 
Now define the sequence (LJnC N of linear positive operators Li: Mo(&+M(& 
by 
t 
Ef(Ynx), XEA 
(LX(x): = (fEMO(A), n E n\l). 
f(x), xE&l:=A-A 
There holds 
(3) V L;eo = eo, L;lu =p, LXp2) =p2 + + V. 
risk 
It is obvious how to change the notations and to weaken the assumptions, if one 
only wants to define (La(x) for XE B where B is-as later on in Theorems 1 
and 2-a compact subinterval of A which may also degenerate to a single point. 
This class of sequences of linear positive operators contains the sequences of 
Bernstein operators [I l] (see below), WeierstraD operators [l 11, operators of 
Meyer-Konig and Zeller [13] (see below), operators of Favard, Szasz, Mirakyan 
[l 11, special Baskakov operators [l 11, modified Gamma operators of M.W. 
Mtiller [14] and more general a class investigated in [20], [21], where special 
attention is paid to unbounded functions. Without stressing the latter point, in 
the following Proposition 2, which has connection with general results of 
Baskakov [l], we shall carry over some results of [20], [21] (see also the litera- 
ture cited there) to the larger class of sequences (L;). 
PROPOSITION 2. Let (L@ be defined as above and f: A+ R be measurable 
and quasi-linear. 
a) If f is continuous on a compact interval B CA and if 
(4) inf v(x)-“2c*(x)>o 
xsB13A 
holds, then 
L&+f (n+ m) uniformly on B. 
b) If f has a left hand limit f (x0 - ) and a right hand limit f (xo + ) at a point 
XOEA, then 
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c) If f is differentiable at xo EA, then 
(5) (L&(x0) -f(xo) = o(n - '")(n -+ 00). 
More generally: Iffhas a left hand derivativef’- (x0) and a right hand derivative 
J”‘+ (x0) at xo E A, then 
n’“[(Lf)(xo) -foco)l-+(27c) - 1’2 Jqxo)“2p’(xo)- ’ [f; (x0) -,I-- (x0)] 
(n-+o3). 
PROOF. a) According to a well-known Korovkin type argument it suffices 
to prove (L l -x/)(x)-+0 ( n--t m) uniformly in x E B nA . For each E > 0 there 
holds, because of (2), 
(LnI*-xI)(x)=EI Ynx-xl 
= % P[l Ynx-xl >&it 
which together with (4) yields the assertion. 
b) If one uses a) for B= {xo), one has only to show 
(Lf7x{~~~)(xo)+A bLXh~)n~)(Xo)--++ (n-tm> 
(compare [21], Satz 2). But this follows from 
where the latter limit relation holds because of the classical central limit 
theorem for independent identically distributed square integrable random 
variables. 
c) In view of the first part we assume f differentiable at XII E A. Because of 
~~n~/~-~o/X~l~-xol>El~~~XO~ 
=El Yrq --x0 1x11 ynx~-xol >&I
=EP[/ Ynx,-x01 >&I+ 5 P[I Yn,-x01 >t]dt 
= 0 -!- 
0 
for an arbitrary E >0, 
n 
which follows from (2), it suffices to assume boundedness off. Then from (3) 
we obtain (5) by [22], Satz 4. Now, in view of the second part, it remains, 
because of the linearity of L,, to consider only the function (0 -x0)+ or, in our 
context easier, the function g: = L’(xo))“~(,u --1*(x0))+. The sequence (2,) with 
n 
z,: = V(x0) - 1’213 - 1’2 c (Ukxo - P(XO>) 
k:l 
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converges in distribution to a real random variable 2 with standard normal 
distribution. Thus ((Z,)+) converges in distribution to .Z+ , Because of 
for all n E N, CE (0, M) (for the notation see Proposition l), the (Zn)+ are 
uniformly integrable. Then Lemma A yields 
E(Zn)+ -+EZ+ = (277-“2 (n+m). 
But the left side equals n Ii2 &g)(xo). Thus the desired result is obtained. 
REMARK 1. In Proposition 2a condition (4) can be replaced by 
sup V(x)< 03, 
xeBf-!A 
Y inf { I,&)-p(x)1 : x~BWl,yeA, Iy-xlz6}>0, 
6>0 
if for f quasi-linearity is replaced by boundedness or only by the existence of a 
function h: R + -+lR+ with /z(s)/.s+cx (s-+03), h 0 If I EM&~) and 
lim WA bL(h o IflNw-. n 
This follows from (3) and [20], Satz 2 (a Korovkin type theorem) with test 
functions e0, p, ,f9. 
That the order o(n-‘“) in the first part of Proposition 2c and thus also the 
order in [22], Satz 4, cannot be improved, is guaranteed by the following 
example. Let (cn) be a monotonely decreasing zero sequence in R+. Choose 
now a bounded measurable function g: A + R+ with g(x)lO for xtxo and ~1x0 
such that g(xo f n- 112) = cn for n sufficiently large. Then for f: = ( l - xo)g which 
is measurable, quasi-linear and differentiable at x0, we have 
~(l?mxo>-f(xo)l =El Y,,-xoIg(Ynx,) 
>n-'"cnP[l Ynxo-x01 zn-'"1 = 
with P[ / Y,,-x01 gn- 1’2] bounded away from zero, more exactly, convergent 
to 2[1- qb(V(xo)-“*,u’(xo))] (compare (14)). Here, as in the following, @ lR+R 
with 
(b(x): = (2n) - 1’2 _T, e- t2’2dt, XE R, 
denotes the distribution function of the standard normal distribution. 
In the following theorem an asymptotically best constant for the approxi- 
mation by (~5;) is determined. 
THEOREM. Let (La be defined as above under the additional assumption 
that 171, is, for each compact interval 1~4, uniformly square integrable with 
respect to x~l. Let further BcA be a compact interval. Assume (4) and, if 
UE (&l)fl@B) where &I, i3B is the boundary of A resp. B, 
(6) 
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V(x)-‘“l,dCy)I + + 03 for (x,Y)-+(a,a). 
Denote by &(A) (CM@)) the linear space of uniformly continuous real- 
valued functions on A and by o(f 0) with 
dli 4: = sup { if(x) -f(ti I : X,X/GA, lx-xf 58) (6>0) 
the modulus of continuity of fe C&i). Then there exists 
/ lim sup (wK n- 1’2) I / (La(x) -f(x) 
(7) ” 
1 
=2 f [l -f$(A(inf V(x)-1’2/@(x)/ 
J, = 0 
/ : const f fE Cu(A), x E B} 
REMARK 2. a) In the above theorem uniform square integrability of UI, 
for each compact interval ZCA is implied by the other assumptions together 
with square integrability of UtX (xEZ) and continuity of the functions LTh,, 
m E N, where hm E C&i) is defined by 
h,,,(t): = 
p(t)2, if SEA, -mjp(t)sm 
m2, if teA, Ip( >m 
hm(t): = lim h&s), if t E &l. 
A 3sF+1 
For, by Dini’s theorem ([IO], p. 399; [2], 5 43), convergence L;h,t V--p2 
(m-+03) on A, which is guaranteed by the monotone convergence theorem, is 
uniform on each compact interval ZCA. 
b) If in the theorem the set B degenerates to {xo} with xo EA, one has a 
result on local approximation with a simplified assertion where of course 
assumption (4) changes to (1) for xo and assumption (6) is cancelled (see [20] for 
a more special class of sequences of linear positive operators). 
PROOF OF THE THEOREM. We use the well-known inequalities 
If-ml sdi I*-xl) 
(8) s:oCf,n-“2)(1 +]I l -xin-‘“[) 
m 
zz w(f,n-“2) c X{td~t-xl>ln-1/2} 
i. =o 
for f~ CLT(&, n E lN, XEA, where ]a[ denotes the greatest integer less than a 
(a~ R+). Further there holds 
I 
sup {ou, n-1’2)-1 I (La(x) -f(x) / : const +f~ C&A)} 
(9) 
= ,fj, P[I Ynx-xl >h-‘“1 
for n E N, XEA, where convergence of the infinite series follows from (1) and 
(2). In (9) the relation 5 is implied by (8), whereas the relation >= is obtained by 
using the function 1 + ] ) l -x I n1’2[ represented by the infinite series in (8), and 
its approximation by continuous functions. Therefore the assertion of the 
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theorem can now be formulated as 
(10) 
sup 
xsBnA I=0 
+2 sup i [1-~(~I/o-1’21~‘(x)I)1 (n-+m), 
xem.4 I=0 
where the right side of (10) is equal to the right side of (7). Without loss of 
generality we shall assume $>O. 
In the next step, for each A E N we shall show 
(11) P[ Yx - x > An - q--t 1 - @(A V(x) - ““/f’(X)) (n + 00) 
uniformly in XE B&4. For this we first show 
(12) P[Ynx-x>An-1’2]-+0 for x-+(blnBB),n--+oo. 
Trivially, in the proof of (12) it suffices to consider only the X, n with 
x+AK”~EA. Then, with 
yn(A,x): = rFV(x)-qi(x+ An-‘“) -p(x)] 
and by the cebyshev inequality and assumption (6), we obtain 
f- 
P[Ynx-x>An-I’2] 
c ~&I,x)-~+O for x+@A)n(bB), n-+03. 
Because of (12) it suffices to prove uniform convergence in (11) with respect to 
each compact interval ICBnA instead of BnA. Let Fnx resp. prX denote the 
distribution function of the standardized random variable 
n-“2v(x)-“2(U*x+ . . . + Unx-w(x)) resp. Ur,-p(x), xeA. 
Then, because of a generalization of the Berry-Esseen theorem due to Osipov- 
Petrov [15] and Feller [7], there holds 
IF&v) - @dy) 1 ~6[n-'"V(x)-~'~ ,,,& I t13d&(t)~ 
+ V(x) - l j 
ifi tn”4 
t2&x(t)] 
for y E R, xe1. Because of the continuity of Vand the uniform square integra- 
bility of Ur, on 1, the right side tends to zero uniformly on I for n+oc. Setting 
y =y&x) in the left side for n 2 no with a suitable no independent of x E I and 
noticing 
wm, 4) + $(A K9 - “2P’<x>> w 03) 
uniformly in x E 1, which follows from the continuity of V and p’, one obtains 
the desired convergence result for (11). 
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In a corresponding manner we treat P[ Y,, --X-C -An- lj2] and thus have 
(14) P[ / Ynx-xl >An-‘“]+2[1 - t$(Av(x)-“2p’(x))] (n-m) 
uniformly in x E B fl A. 
In a similar, but simpler way one obtains 
(15) P[ 1 Ynx-xl >O]+l (n+m) 
for all XE BnA. By (2) and (4) there exists a constant CE IR+ with 
v v v P[ 1 Y,,-xl >w’“]~cr2. 
neN xsBnA ItN 
Thus the series CA P[ 1 Y,X-xl >ili~“~] is convergent uniformly in n E N, 
XE BfL4, which together with the uniform convergence result (11) yields 
(16) i P[ 1 YKXl >An-“2]+2 ,-, [l -@(AV(X)-1’2~‘(x))] (n+oo) 1. = 1 
uniformly in XE BnA, from which, together with (15) and the boundedness 
and continuity with respect to x of the right side in (16), relation (10) follows. 
REMARK 3. In the theorem just proved finiteness of the upper limit in (7) is, 
because of (9), already guaranteed without (6) and contains the assertion of 
uniform convergence (Ll;f>(x)+f(x) on BnA with order ~(f, n- 1’2). Positivity 
of the lower limit is, because of (9) and (15), guaranteed without (4) and (6) and 
contains the assertion that the approximation order CIJ~,C”~) cannot be 
sharpened uniformly for f. This can also be shown by using the function 
/ l - xo / , or easier V(XO) 1’2 1 ,D - ,D(XO) I, to be approximated at xo E A and an 
argument as in the proof of Proposition 2c. 
REMARK 4. Let the notations and assumptions of the above theorem be 
used if not otherwise stated. Holzle (181, [9]) generalized the class of sequences 
(&) of linear positive operators by defining YnX: = g,(UrX + . . . + U,,,) where the 
bijective functions gn: n&l)-+A, which generalize tJ( o/n), are increasing in the 
case ,u’> 0 and decreasing in the case p’<O and have the property that the 
sequence (gn - n,~), gn inverse function of g,,, is uniformly bounded on each 
compact subinterval of A. Replacing (4), (6) by the assumption that there exists 
a function p: A -+ IR bounded on each compact subinterval of A with 
(17) v v nE(Ynx-X)2~p(X), n XEA 
(18) p(x) +o (x-t iL4) 
and additionally assuming the existence of ,v” and sharpening the second 
moment condition on UrX, he obtained a result on the rate of convergence in 
(7). If one only replaces the conditions (4), (6) on the random variables Ur, by 
the conditions (17), (18) on the random variables Y&, one also obtains (7) by a 
slight modification of the proof of the theorem. (17), as also (4), yields uniform 
(with respect to x and n) integrability of 1 +] 1 YX -xl n1’2[, while (18), as also 
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(6), is essential for the uniformity (with respect to x) of convergence of the 
distribution of this random variable; thus convergence of the sequence of 
expectations, i.e. (16), and therefore also (10) are established. 
We conclude with an application of the theorem to the sequences (G) = (&) 
and (G) = (AA). 
REMARK 5. a) InthecaseA=(O,l),PIU~x=O]=l-x,PIU~x=l]=xone 
has P(X) =x, V(x) =x(1 -x) (xc/l) and obtains the Bernstein operators Bn [l l] 
with 
k=O 
and the value 1.045564.. . as the limit in (7). This constant has been found as 
iii% by Esseen [6]. 
b) In the case A=(O, l), PIUix=k]=(l -x) xk for k~(0, l,...] one has 
p(x) =x(1 -x)-l, V(x) =x(1 -x))-~ (x~A) and obtains the operators Mn of 
Meyer-Konig and Zeller [13] with 
(kGj-)(x)=(l -x)” f k=O (“‘I- yo) @E N, XEA) 
and the value 1.00937.. . as the limit in (7). 
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